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Abstract: Design of electron and ion
diodes is the base of particle source extrac-
tion systems, and at least for small beam size
or closed anode system may be approached
with analytic techniques, validated before
1960 with analog computing. These design
rules now offers us a known case against
which to compare the precision of fluid and
particle tracing codes. A laminar model for
the particle flow is here used to show the
need for introducing a thin strip between the
ideal cathode position where the ruling Par-
tial Differential Equation (PDE) is singular
and the simulated cathode position; more-
over condition for convergence of nonlinear
solver are described. The effect of large an-
ode lens aperture is computed with a mov-
ing mesh application, trying to determine
aberrations due to finite aperture radius; a
method for rapid convergence of trajectory
and field calculation is here presented.
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1 Introduction

In the extraction and acceleration of a beam
from a ion source or a thermionic emitter,
the diode is the most simple building block
and is common to all systems; as noted
in fig 1 the anode is usually open and the
diode is followed by other beam focusing
systems[1, 2]. Closed anode may have some
application for implantation, but they are
mainly studied as a starting approximation
for open anode system.

Importance of high current electron
diodes in practical applications (power
klystrons, to say one) has granted to this
subject a considerable attention. Well above
the capacity of available digital computers,
diode design rules were developed before
1960 with a combination of analytic tech-
niques for laminar flows [1, 3] and analog

computing. Effects of source temperature
are well understood[4] and typically less im-
portant of beam space charge. When the
cathode size r1 is small respect to the diode
gap length d, defocussing effect of anode ex-
traction hole is well understood[5], so that
divergence of diode beam is correlated to its

perveance I/V
3/2
a with I and Va the diode

current and voltage[6, 7, 8, 9].
The quest for high H− beam current,

mainly for fusion application[10, 11] leads
naturally to large r1/d ratio for which design
rules are not completely known[2]. Many
digital computer codes now exist: precision
of results poorly increases with the simu-
lated number of particle trajectories. Most
codes calculates space charge with a PIC
(particle in cell) approach (or a ray map
integration[12]) over a rectangular mesh,
which is different from the FEM (finite ele-
ment method) mesh, where fields are better
computed. In this paper in order to match
smoothly the FEM mesh to the beam, we
will consider laminar beams only (see sec-
tion 2) and use the Arbitrary Lagrangian
Eulerian (ALE) application of Comsol Mul-
tiphysics.

In section 2 basic equation and the an-
ode lens formula are recalled. Validation of
the nonlinear numerical solver and its appli-
cation to the known solution for closed an-
ode system is discussed in section 3. Use of
ALE modes and its application to a typical
open anode ion diode is described in section
4, introducing a method of iterative beam
solution, which is very rapidly converging in
the case considered.

2 Basic equations and
assumptions

A scheme of a typical diode extraction with
two dimensional geometry is shown in 1,
where z is the beam axis and x the trans-
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verse direction; by assumption system is
completely uniform in the coordinate y, that
is in more physical words, the extension Ly
in the y coordinates is much larger than the
size Lx and Ly in the drawing plane zx. The
magnetic field is neglected and motion is non
relativistic. System is symmetric respect to
the zy plane x = 0, so we draw only the
x ≥ 0 portion.

Figure 1: Scheme of typical diode extractor, zx
section, with symmetry plane x = 0 : the

anode BAA′ also called puller is supported by
a tube at same potential; the emitting cathode
OC is continued by a focus electrode CC′F ;

the open boundaries C′B named gap and GH
named exit plane delimits the simulation

domain for the diode

Particles (say negative ions H− to fix
ideas) are emitted from a cathode with neg-
ligible speed (and temperature); cathode zx
section is a circular arc, with radius R1 and
angular aperture 2θc; the angular coordinate
θ spans the cathode. Since temperature is
negligible the ion flow may be represented as
laminar, that is, all ion at the same position
have the same velocity; let (s, `) be a curvi-
linear coordinate system following the flow
lines and such as, at the idealized cathode
position where ion have zero speed, we have
s = 0 and ` = θ. The emitted current den-
sity j‖ is parallel to flow lines, and we assume
that it may depend on ` (say for effect of
cathode heating), so that je = j‖(`)/j‖(θc)
is the profile of the current. In other words
j‖ = −qjaje(`) where ja is a positive con-
stant and current at cathode corner C is
−qja.

We introduce the scaled potential v =
−q(φ − φC)/KE0 where φ is the usual elec-
tric potential, φC its value at ideal cathode
and KE0 a reference energy given by

KE0 = |q| (|q|jaR1
2/k0)2/3 (1)

k0 =
4ε0
9

√
2|q|
m

(2)

with m and q the mass and (signed) charge
of the particle, as usual.

The distance between two neighbor flow
lines at s = s0 be d`/G(s0, `); laminar flow
assumption is valid where flow lines do not
cross, that is G is bounded. Current den-
sity along a flow line is j‖(`)C(s, `) with the
compression factor C(s, `) = G(s, `)/G(0, `).
In some context it is convenient to intro-
duce the complex variables z = z + ix and
w = s + i`; let also 4z be the Laplacian in
usual space coordinates, while 4w = ∂2s +∂2`
is an operator in the w plane. For conformal
transform w(z) we note |w,z|2 4z v = 4wv
and G = |w,z|.

Since charge density is ρ = j/|ż| and
the speed is |ż| = (2KE0v/m)1/2 in non
relativistic approximation, the Poisson eq.
4zφ = −ρ/ε0 becomes

4z v =
4

9
√
v

je(`)

R2
1

C(s, `) (3)

2.1 The line converging flow

The line converging flow[3] is simply speci-
fied by je = 1 and the conformal transform

w ≡ s+ i` = − log

(
1− z

R1

)
(4)

whose inverse function w(−1)(w) is z(w) =
R1(1− exp(−w)). Equation 3 simplifies to

v,ss = 4
9e−sv−1/2 (5)

whose well known analytical solution for v is

vr = s4/3(1− 2
15s+ 11

450s
2− 437

111375s
3 +O(s4))

(6)
It is possible to design[1] a diode (with closed
anode) so that v = vr(s) and je = 1 holds
exactly for |`| ≤ θc (called beam region) and
to use this diode as a validation example for
numerical tools.

To fix ideas anode potential be va (of or-
der unity) while vε is the real cathode po-
tential (not exactly zero, but a very small
quantity, say 10−4 or less). In the beam re-
gion, see fig 2, anode is simply s = sa with
va(sa) = va; this implies that anode has con-
stant curvature radius Ra = R1(1 − e−sa);
for example va = 0.499, sa = 0.630 and
ra = Ra/R1 = 0.532 as in fig 3. Simi-

larly the cathode is given s = sε ∼= v
3/4
ε

and its distance from ideal cathode is h1 ∼=
R1v

3/4
ε . Outside beam region, anode shape

is determined by Re vc(w) = va where vc
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is the complex analytic extension of vr(s);
cathode shape is similarly determined. The
gap boundary is drawn at Im vc(w) = v3
so that a pure Neumann condition exactly
holds there; typically v3 = 1

2 .

Figure 2: simulation geometry for closed anode
and definition of angle ψ for open anode

systems

2.2 The anode lens

The effect of a small hole in a anode is
given in the thin lens approximation by the
well known Davisson-Callbick formula[2, 5],
which assumes as known the gradients v−,s
and v,s+ on both sides of anode before the
hole is drilled (minus refers to the gradient
in the gap), which may be different. After
hole formation, potential rearranges so that
gradient is continuous, and this causes a lat-
eral force (as a kick) of the ion which is so
deviated by an angle ψ, see fig 2. Since ψ
should vanish at ` = 0 we can write

tanψ = c1`+c2sign(`)`2+c3`
3+O(`4) (7)

The Davisson-Callbick formula states c1 =
{v−,s−v+,s}/(2va); some corrections may arise
due to anode thickness; formula stays valid
even with space charge, even if field gradient
values change[6]. Notwithstanding several
attempts[13], no simple formula is known
for c3; second order term, apparently sup-
pressed by symmetry, was here written for
future fitting purposes.

In the diode case, v+,s = 0 since the drift
tube is a field free region; before anode,
the angle of ion flow with respect z axis is
χ− = −`; after anode this angle becomes
χ = χ−+ψ. Neglecting all `2 terms in 7 the
exit angle is

χ = `

[
−1 +

v,s(sa)

2v(sa)

]
(8)

At about sa = 0.630 square bracket factor
is zero, so that linear theory prediction is a
parallel beam after anode; its validation will
be preliminarily discussed in section 4.

3 Simulations for closed
anode diodes

Validation test will consist in solving eq. 3
numerically in the fig 2) geometry with Com-
sol Multiphysics[14], and later by calculat-
ing the ion trajectory with post processing
and verifying that they follow eq 4 flow lines
within 4.5 digit precision. Reaching such a
precision is remarkable but requires a care-
ful specification of the geometry and of the
simulation convergence, as explained in the
following, pointing out the necessary condi-
tions for a precise simulation.

a) First of all, series eq. 6 is calculated to
19-th order with a standard symbolic manip-
ulation program[15], and the pertinent lines
of fig 2 are written on ASCII files, for max-
imum flexibility of interchange. Each line
consists of 2N + 1 points, for each point we
list z, x, Re vc, Im vc, s and `.

When read by Comsol Multiphysics
environment[14], line representation is
changed to N circular arcs; arcs joins ex-
actly; the angle discontinuity of the tangent
from one arc to the other is usually negligi-
ble, since points were not equally spaced on
the lines, but they were spaced closer near
special points, in particular the junction C ′

of cathode, focus electrode and beam edge.
b) Note that at v = 0 equation 3 is sin-

gular, where je(`) 6= 0. The v = 0 line
(ideal cathode) is so excluded by simula-
tion domain, but furthermore we have to re-
quest that at the simulated cathode v = vε
the mesh size h is about or smaller then
h1 = R1v

3/4
ε , the distance between these

cathodes.
When mesh size h does not satisfy this

requests, we note for future reference that it
convenient to temporarily modify eq 3 into

4z v =
4C(z, x)

9
√√

v2 + (c2)2

je(`)

R2
1

(9)

where cut-off c2 is mesh dependent c2 >
(h/R1)4/3; so singularity is displaced where
v = ±ic2, whose distance from cathode
lines is about or greater than h. Note that
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C = 1/R with R = ((z − R1)2 + x2)1/2,
thanks to eq 4 form.

c) To initialize v it is first convenient
to solve eq 9 with je = 0, that is the
Laplace equation. As a second step, eq.
9 is solved with a adequate cutoff c2 =
max(10−5, (h/R1)4/3). Finally (if mesh is
adequate), eq 9 with c2 = 0 is solved; since
final result satisfies v > vε, eq. 9 with
c2 = 0 and eq. 3 are equivalent. This also
avoid both risks of producing imaginary val-
ues or encountering a singular Jacobian dur-
ing solver iteration.

Figure 3: Equipotential for the closed anode
with va = 0.499

3.1 results

In simulations, we take R1 = 1 for sim-
plicity; a typical results is shown in fig
3. The expected and calculated exit ra-
dius of test particles agrees better than 4
digit precision (5 digits for most particles).
Some preliminary calculation with perturba-
tion je 6= 1 to current density were published
elsewhere[16].

4 Open anode diodes

To describe this geometry we need to intro-
duce a few more parameters, as marked on
fig 4. First of all, the anode hole half width
ha must surpass the unperturbed beam size
at anode xa by some factor, to allow some
safety margin for the beam passage; in our
simulation we specify the factor F` = `a/`1
between the angle of the aperture `a and the
angle of unperturbed beam `1 (as seen from
point OC); by trial and error, F` = 1.4 s ade-
quate in our case. Second we need to specify
the exit plane position z = R4 so that field
gradient v,z is negligible there as compared

v,z(sa); this request w(z = R4) − sa � `a
(considering the typical diffusion of field in
apertures) or to give a firm bound R4 >
z(w = sa + `a). Moreover diffusion of elec-
tric field is affected by the drift region half
width rd, which also need to be specify. On
the other side R4 < R1 to exclude the point
OC from simulation.

In our example, taken R1 = 1 as unit
measure, we set rd = 0.25 and `1 = 0.2,
which implies `a = 0.28 and the limit R4 >
0.6; we set R4 = 0.76, which corresponds to
s4 = w(z = R4) = 1.42. Moreover anode
must have some finite thickness, so that we
set curvature radius R3 of the anode inner
face as Ra−0.05, where Ra defined in previ-
ous section is about the radius of outer face;
we also chamfer the inner face edge.

In fig 4.a (real geometry) we thus de-
termined all position except for the beam
edge: motivation for use of transformation
and moving mesh for our numerical solution
is illustrated 4.b and c. Note that the simple
theoretical guess for beam edge, based on the
anode lens formula (dashed) gives a parallel
beam at exit for this case (dashed line); a
more prudent expectation, based on sparser
experiments [2], considers a slightly diver-
gent beam. Figure 4.b is purely the mapping
of fig 4.a with eq. 4. Note that parallel beam
x = xa is now a curved dashed line, given by
` = asin(xaes); similarly drift tube x = rd
face is now ` = asin(rde

s. The exit line is
now also a curved lime given ` = acos(r5es)
with r5 = 1 − (R4/R1) = 0.24 in our ex-
ample. Figure 4.c coincides with 4.b for
the metal parts, which must not move; but
we change the beam region to a rectangle
[0, s4]×[0, `1]; we also rectify the exit bound-
ary; this plane (Z,X) is reference plane for
the moving mesh application ’ale’; in this
plane, the trajectory of a particle is simply
X(Z) = `i where ` = `i was the starting
coordinate at cathode.

The transform from reference frame to
the spatial frame (z, x) (which is figure 4.a)
needs to be defined in the following mode.
On metal walls and cathode, transform is
fixed and given z+ ix = w(−1)(Z + iX); the
application request to specify a deformation
(not a transform), so actual input is dz =
zn(Z,X)−Z and dx = xn(Z,X)−X where
zn and xn are names of external function
names. In beam region, we map point (Z,X)
into (zM (Z; `i), xM (Z; `i)) where `i = X;
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moreover zM and xM are computed from
motion equation. At exit plane dx is not
assigned and dz = R4 − Z. Inside vacuum
region, mesh deformation is free.

Figure 4: Open anode a) the real geometry in
zx plane; electrode and cathode walls marked

with double line; beam edge may move
(theoretical predicted position is the dashed

line); b) transform to w plane, with w defined
by eq 4; c) fixed geometry ZX; here beam edge
is made into a straight line, and exit plane into

an open polygon)

Figure 5: The convergence factor C(z, x) at the
it = 0 iteration; its definition domain is the

beam area, at this stage a wedge spaced region.
Real geometry (thick lines) and undeformed

geometry (thinner lines)

Figure 6: As fig 5, but for it = 1 (first
iteration)

4.1 Iteration results

At code begin iteration it = 0, the motion
maps zM and xM can be initialized arbitrar-
ily; the simpler choice is not to use the anode
lens correction at all and to set them accord-
ing to eq. 4. First z and x are calculated on
the Z,X mesh; then Poisson eq. 9 is solved
in this (z, x) geometry and with three steps
of item c) in previous section; the conver-
gence factor map be computed from motion
map, or for saving programming effort by
the approximation

C(z, x) = 1/
√

(x,X)2 + (x,Z)2 (10)

Figure 5 show computed C(z, x), and how
beam was approximated at this stage.

In first iteration it = 1 the motion equa-
tions

z,λλ = v,z , x,λλ = v,x (11)

where λ is a scaled time are solved (for
N = 20 test particles i = 1, . . . , N) with a
leapfrog method, calling ’postinterp’ to eval-
uate the four variable v,z, v,x, Z and X at
current z, x positions. Data for λ, z, x, Z, x
are recorded each time ’postinterp’ is called.
For each test particle i, as matter of fact,
Z grows in a monotonic way with λ; there-
fore map xM (Z; `i) is easily computed by ’in-
terp1’ at any desired Z.
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Figure 7: Equipotential contout lines of v; boundaries are also shown for real geometry (thicker lines)
and undeformed geometry (thinner lines)

Note that we choose `i = (i − 1
2 )θc/N ,

so that beam edge `i = θc is not directly
computed by leapfrog; we recover beam edge
from

xM (Z; θc) = 3
2xM (Z; `N )− 1

2xM (Z; `N−1)
(12)

(this choice has some advantages and dis-
advantages) and a similar extension of zM .
Moreover to simplify programming, only
beam edge position is loaded back to ap-
plication ’ale’, leaving the interpolation in-
side beam to the Comsol Multiphysics free
moving mesh algorithm. After C(z, x) is cal-
culated from eq. 10 and updated mesh, as
shown in fig 6, solution for potential v is up-
dated, using of course the previous v as ini-
tial guess for nonlinear solver; only the third
step of mentioned procedure of item ’c’ is
repeated. This completes iteration.

An overview of complete results is shown
in fig 7. Note that beam edge has moved
very near to anode hole edge, proving that
deviation from line converging flow is sub-
stantial. This happens because we simu-
lated a relatively large cathode θc = 0.2
rad, which forces us to use a large aperture
`a = 0.28, which is comparable to gap size
sa = 0.63 and agrees with trends measured
elsewhere[2].

Figure 7 show the ray trajectory at sev-

eral it; only 3 iterations were enough to
obtain convergence to final result, which is
a very remarkable property of this moving
mesh algorithm. Probably convergence can
made even faster with a better zM initial
choice, if this is worthwhile. Note also beam
aberration is much smaller at converged re-
sult than is for it = 1.

At this initial development stage there
are of course some open questions. First of
all, the final beam divergence is large (110
mrad in this example), which make us to re-
consider the cathode-anode gap design; in
particular increasing length sa and voltage
va. Moreover, note that, due to the tri-
angular mesh used also in the beam region
some local fluctuations in C values are ap-
parent; provided that average fluctuation is
near zero, this has scarce effect on the whole
beam profile. Work on refining mesh and on
fitting result with eq. 7 formula is well in
progress.

In summary, the moving mesh is a power-
ful tool to model a laminar beam, since this
flow can be mapped to a rectangle. Moreover
the cathode and electrode shape which in
real space have rather warped shapes may be
mapped to simpler shapes by similar maps.
After solving the Poisson equation for the
electric field, only the trajectories of few ions
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need to be computed, in order to update
the map from the rectangular beam repre-
sentation to its real shape. Iteration is very
rapidly converging. The numerical solution
so found reproduces faithfully the laminar
beam assumption, and is of great value to
verify (and eventually correct) the theoreti-
cal predictions and design rules.

Figure 8: Trajectories at several iteration
count it; the it = 1 result (thick solid line) has
visible aberrations of the 19-th and 20-th rays,
which reduces in the it = 3 result (thick dashed

line) and in the it = 6 result (thin line),
practically superposed; other iteration not

shown for graph readability. Outer envelope
xb(z) from eq. 12 is also shown.
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